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A PROBLEM ON CRACK NUCLEATION UNDER

INNER COMPRESSION OF CYLINDRICAL BODIES

Abstract

A problem of fracture mechanics on nucleation of crack type defect in plunger
pair bushing is considered. It is assumed that under repeated reciprocating mo-
tion of a plunger there happens crack nucleation and failure of materials of pair
elements embryonic cracks are simulated by bridged prefracture strips that are
considered as areas of weakened interpartide bonds of the matherial. It is ac-
cepted that the inner boundary of the bushing is close to the annular one and
has a rough surface.

Contact deformation of cylindrical bodies of close radii under inner compression
is considered. It is assumed that the surfaces of the bodies in the contact area is
rough. We assume that the outer cylinder (bushing) is an unrestricted plate with an
opening close to anular one wherein elastic cylinder (shaft) is inserted. Concentrated
power P0 pressing it to the hole’s boundary and concentrated pair whose moment
is determined from the cylinder’s limit equilibrium condition under the action of
Coulomb friction forces is applied to the center of the shaft.

For determining contact pressure it is necessary to consider [1,2] a contact prob-
lem on pressing of a plunger into a bushing’s surface involving wear. Let on some
unknown part shaft with mechanical characteristics G1 and µ1 be retained against
internal surface of a bushing with mechanical characteristics G (shear modulus) and
µ (Poisson ratio).

The condition connecting replacements of a bushing and shaft is written in the
form [1,2]

v1 + v2 = δ (θ) θ1 ≤ θ ≤ θ2. (1)

Here δ (θ) is a slip of surface point of the bushing and shaft determined by the
form of inner surface of the bushing and pluhger, and also by the quantity of the
pressing force P0; θ2 − θ1 is quantity of contact angle (area).

In the contact zone, in addition to contact pressure there is a tangential stress
τ rθ connected with contact pressure p (θ, t) by the Coulomb law

τ rθ (θ, t) = fp (θ, t) , (2)

where f is a friction coefficient of the pair ”bushing-shaft”.
Refer the contact pair bushing to polar system of coordinates rθ, for that we

choose an origin of coordinates at the center of circle L of radius R.
We’ll assume that inner contour of the bushing and external contour of the shaft

are close to annular one.




